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Covid-19 Rights & Responsibilities: Judicial & Legislative 
Responses to the Covid-19 Pandemic 
Editor’s Foreword 
Planning a law review symposium during the Covid-19 pandemic felt trite at times.  However, the 
editorial board saw an opportunity to highlight some of the many important legal issues raised 
during the pandemic.  “Covid-19 Rights & Responsibilities: Judicial & Legislative Responses to the 
Covid-19 Pandemic” discusses personal liberties, how they were affected during the pandemic by 
state action, and the future implications from these actions.  We are pleased to publish three 
brilliant author’s work, Dr. Cynthia Boyer, Amir Cahane, and Professor Michelle Richards.   Thank 
you to the authors for their cooperation and feedback.  Also, a special thank you is warranted to 
the entire symposium editing team, Jennifer Lyon – Senior Editor, Jennifer Cote – Associate 
Editor, Anna Pierattini – Associate Editor and John Sheehy – Associate Editor. 
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